We re-examine the quantization of structure constants, or equivalently the choice of lattice in the so-called flat group reductions, introduced originally by Scherk and Schwarz. Depending on this choice, the vacuum of ten-dimensional supergravity has either the features of the lower-dimensional gauged supergravity (susy breaking and moduli lifting), or preserves all supercharges and its massless excitations are described by ungauged supergravity instead. In the latter, the breaking of supersymmetry in the gauged supergravity is an artifact of the consistent truncation to left-invariant forms. We use the example of ISO(2) to illustrate this. We furthermore discuss the construction of flat groups in d dimensions and find that the Scherk-Schwarz algorithm is exhaustive. We present a classification of flat groups up to six dimensions and discuss all possible lattices.
Introduction
symmetry and the same massless spectrum as the torus ones. This is due to a simple mathematical fact, proven by Wolf [6] :
Theorem 1: Any Riemannian homogeneous flat space M is the direct product of the Euclidean plane with the torus: M = R m × T n .
This implies in particular that if M is a compact flat group manifold whose lattice is preserved by the group action, then M is a torus (as a Riemannian manifold). Therefore at the Scherk-Schwarz vacuum the ten-or eleven-dimensional background is a (flat) torus background. If the gauged supergravity derived from the consistent truncation to left-invariant forms has less massless scalars than the effective action of the torus compactification, this means that some massless scalars of the ten-or eleven-dimensional theory have been truncated away.
At this point one would be tempted to try to argue away the Scherk-Schwarz compactifications as artifacts of truncation. 5 The key notion here is homogeneity. Any manifold of the form M = G/Γ is homogeneous as a topological manifold, as the action of G from the right is transitive on M. However, the metric on M is only left-invariant and therefore the action from the right is not isometric. When the lattice Γ does not commute with the generators of the Lie group, the group action from the left on the manifold M = G/Γ is not well-defined and M is not homogeneous as a Riemannian manifold (and therefore the theorem does not apply).
In fact, explicit constructions of flat inhomogeneous manifolds exist in the literature, notably in [7, 8] . All flat manifolds have a torus as a covering space, and in some cases a torus acted upon by a torsion-free crystallographic group (rotations and translations) may serve for viable Scherk-Schwarz compactifications. The knowledge about the crystallographic groups is used for a classification of flat manifolds [9] , which we shall discuss in this work. However, as we will see, many constructions lead to manifolds that are not parallelizable and that are in many cases even non-spin or non-orientable. Some of these arise from higher dimensional algebras quotiented by a group that has a continuous as well as a discrete piece. The existence of an underlying d-dimensional flat solvable group (with a discrete isotropy) is however the crucial ingredient in order to do a Scherk-Schwarz reduction on a d-dimensional manifold, and therefore these cases do not constitute suitable internal manifolds.
Note that though M might not be homogeneous as a Riemannian manifold, the reduction on left-invariant forms of G can still be well-defined and independent of the lattice Γ.
To be more precise, it does depend on Γ only implicitly -through the structure constants. As we shall show explicitly in Section 2, their quantization rule is determined by the lattice. They, in turn, give rise to the gaugings. In all cases, regardless of the internal space M being homogeneous or not, the reduction gives rise to a consistent truncation. Whether this truncation represents the low-energy action is entirely determined by the properties of Γ. In the following we will explain this in more detail.
On the group manifold one can build a left-invariant metric, defined as
with η a being the left invariant Maurer-Cartan forms
where g is an arbitrary group element and T a the set of Lie algebra generators. The bilinear form M (G) is any symmetric positive definite matrix that does not depend on the coordinates of the manifold. In the context of dimensional reduction, M (G) depends on the external coordinates and contains a set of scalar fields living on the external space. These scalar fields span the coset GL(n, R)/SO(n). When the physical fluctuations in the vacuum are restricted to these metrics and all the gauge fields are expanded accordingly in the basis of left-invariant forms, the reduced theory is a maximal gauged supergravity. For a subclass of these metrics, the manifold will be flat, but for a generic choice it will be curved. The vacuum and its moduli space are defined by the space of flat metrics.
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Whenever the lattice commutes with the group action, the one-forms dx a are globally defined and we therefore have the more familiar family of metrics on a torus
where x a are the usual torus angles. Similarly, M
ab describes a GL(n, R)/SO(n) coset of lower-dimensional scalar fields. The two sets of metrics coincide in those metrics that are simultaneously flat and left-invariant.
When the rest of the fields of the higher-dimensional supergravity is expanded in terms of η a resp. dx a , the lower-dimensional action is gauged resp. ungauged maximal supergravity. The reason the vacuum of the lower-dimensional gauged supergravity seems to break supersymmetry is simply because the Killing spinors of the higher-dimensional vacuum (e.g. Mink 4 × T 7 ) are not left-invariant under G. So which reduction should be chosen? The answer depends on the purpose of the dimensional reduction. When used as a solutiongenerating technique, the left-invariant truncation and its associated gauged supergravity will allow one to find non-trivial solutions (with non-constant scalars) beyond the usual flat torus solutions. However when interested in the low-energy effective theory, one needs to describe the lightest excitations. These are obviously given by the second set of metrics, which break the left-invariant symmetry. A similar problem arises when counting the amount of supersymmetry in the ten-dimensional vacuum [11] . Clearly, the gauged supergravity analysis can only capture left-invariant supercharges and so generically misses the majority of conserved supersymmetries.
This dichotomy could happily be avoided for the groups for which the corresponding Lie algebra cohomology is isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology on the compact manifold G/Γ obtained by the lattice action on the group. The isomorphism holds for the so-called completely solvable groups, a class that includes all nilpotent groups. In general however there exists only an inclusion map between the respective cohomologies, and the Betti numbers for the Lie algebra cohomology give only a lower bound for the corresponding numbers for de Rham cohomology (see for instance [12] for more details). In particular, flat groups are never completely solvable.
In the following section we give an explicit example that illustrates these facts, based on the unique three-dimensional flat group manifold ISO(2). A higher-dimensional version of this example can be found in [5] , where it was already noted that for certain discrete parameters the theory is indeed represented by the flat torus reduction. Here we show all the discrete parameters that allow a lattice action and therefore a compactification, and distinguish between those giving rise to homogeneous manifolds (and therefore tori), and those that do not. The Scherk-Schwarz reductions (for flat groups) only represent the low-energy effective action in the latter case.
In Section 3 we present all the higher dimensional flat solvable algebras. We point out that the construction proposed by Scherk and Schwarz is exhaustive due to a theorem by Milnor [13] . The corresponding lattices were also classified algorithmically [9] and constructed explicitly up to dimension four and partially in dimension five. We present a very simple description of these lattices for all dimensions, and show explicitly a few examples. 
where f a bc are the structure constants of the associated Lie algebra. Any traceless (unimodular) Lie algebra in three dimensions can be written as
with Q diagonal. If we take Q to be rank two and with two positive eigenvalues we get ISO(2):
The left invariant Maurer-Cartan forms, η a therefore obey
A (local) coordinate representation can be found as follows ((x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) are real coordinates on ISO (2))
For notational simplicity the, we shall take
This can always be realized by rescaling η 3 with respect to η 2 (i.e. rescaling x 3 with respect to x 2 ). The Lie algebra is solvable of degree one. The associated group manifold is therefore called a solvable manifold.
The cohomology of the left-invariant p-forms, denoted with Betti numbers b
where the generator of the first cohomology is η 1 . This can differ from the dimensions of the de Rham cohomology groups, as we will see, but it always gives a lower bound on the de Rham Betti numbers. Before we further discuss this and the related issue of compactness, let us describe the reduction to maximal gauged supergravity. The left-invariant metric on this manifold is given by
where M (G) is any symmetric positive definite matrix and hence inside GL(3, R)/SO(3). The curvature vanishes for the following four-dimensional family of metrics
Finally we briefly review the rough structure of the compactified theory in either case, i.e. when the fields are expanded in the left-invariant basis, and when the fields are expanded in the one-forms dx a . The latter is only possible when the one-forms are globally defined, which is the case only for certain quantization conditions, as we will see in detail later. We will focus on the reduction of the metric sector, the dilaton and form fields can be worked out accordingly. When the fields are expanded in the left-invariant basis, the 7 Note that the parameters c and d can be absorbed into the definition of η 2 and η 3 , by defining the equivalent left-invariant one-formsη
, which also fulfill (9) and (10). Therefore, the parameters c and d correspond to a different choice of left-invariant one-forms. scalar potential and its supersymmetric solutions have been worked out in [15] . If we start in ten dimensions then the metric ansatz is
with θ a either being η a or dx a , A a are Kaluza-Klein vectors and the numbers α, β chosen such that we end up in lower-dimensional Einstein frame with canonically normalized fields: β = −5α/3 and α 2 = 3/80. The reduced action is
where we have for the truncation to left-invariant modes M = M (G) and
The scalar potential in seven dimensions can be written as
In the example of ISO (2), Eq. (7) gives Q = diag(0, q, q) so that V gives a mass to M and A 3 (G) however would correspond to the first massive states in the Kaluza-Klein tower of the torus. Whether the massless states of the torus are there or not determines if the truncation to left-invariant modes represents the low energy limit of the compactification. As we shall discuss now, the answer to this question depends on the choice of lattice.
Lattices for ISO(2)
The group ISO(2) admits several lattices, whose action yields compact manifolds [11, 12] . Any such resulting manifold G/Γ is called a solvmanifold.
For the simplest class of equivalent lattices the coordinates x 2 and x 3 can, without loss of generality, be chosen to have unit length, i.e. we quotient by the usual torus lattice so that x 2 ∼ x 2 + m 2 and x 3 ∼ x 3 + m 3 for integers m 2 and m 3 . The identification involving the coordinate x 1 is more subtle. In general one can take
with integer m 1 . The identification (19) leaves the one-forms η i , i = 1, 2, 3, invariant, but it cannot be defined for arbitrary q. In other words, q obeys a quantization rule, which for the simplest class of lattices reads q = 2πk ,
for some integer k. Such a lattice does not break the group ISO(2), i.e. M = G/Γ is homogeneous as a Riemannian manifold. One the other hand, the identification (19) just gives the torus lattice, in agreement with Wolf's theorem. This can be seen by the fact that x 2 and x 3 also define globally defined one-forms dx 2 and dx 3 . Therefore, the de Rham cohomology groups are the ones of the three-torus (b i = (1, 3, 3, 1) ) and larger than the Lie cohomology of ISO (2) such that the consistent truncation to left-invariant forms misses some massless fields in this case. In other words we could now study the family of globally-defined flat torus metrics
with M (T ) being any symmetric positive definite matrix (living in GL(3, R)/SO(3)). A generic metric in this family does not possess the original ISO(2) symmetry. If one reduces now on the one-forms dx a , we find that there are no gaugings in four dimensions, i.e.
, and the consistent truncation leads to maximal ungauged supergravity with a maximally supersymmetric vacuum.
For further clarification let us now discuss supersymmetry for the ISO(2) truncation. The left-invariant spinors on the internal space are
for the vielbein η i . These spinors are not covariantly constant, since the connection has a non-trivial component ω 2 3 = −qη 1 . Note that these spinors are related to the left-invariant one-forms by
On the other hand, for the same vielbein the spinors
are covariantly constant. In the Scherk-Schwarz reduction to left invariant modes they are truncated away. However, for the lattice defined by (19) , (20), these spinors are well-defined. This shows that the Minkowski vacuum preserves 32 supercharges in the ten-dimensional theory. From the torus point of view, the spinors (24) are the massless modes, while the spinors (22) are (massive) Kaluza-Klein spinor modes. The situation is different for lattices Γ that lead to inhomogeneous solvmanifolds M = G/Γ. There are four topologically distinct cases [9] . The first two classes of lattices still have an identification of the form (19) for x 1 , but now the quantization condition (20) is changed to
where n = 2, 4 labels the two topologically distinct cases. Under the identification (19) the generators of ISO(2) that shift x 2 or x 3 are rotated into each other for n = 4 (and each inverted for n = 2), so that they are not well-defined any more on the solvmanifold.
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Therefore the manifold does not allow for any transitive group action from the left and thus is not homogeneous (as a Riemannian manifold) any more. In this way it evades Theorem 1.
The other two topologically distinct solvmanifolds have the identifications
with m i being integers and the quantization condition in (25) now being n = 3 and n = 6 for the two topologically distinct manifolds. Once more, (26) does not leave the generators of ISO(2) invariant, therefore yielding an inhomogeneous manifold. In (26) the lattice spanned by m 2 and m 3 is hexagonal, to reflect the invariance under Z 6 . Alternatively, one can take linear combinations of x u , u = 2, 3, to bring (26) into the integral form
where we defined
Note that each of these four solvmanifolds can be obtained from the torus by taking a freely acting Z n quotient. This Z n preserves the left-invariant one-forms and therefore, one can still use the ISO(2) reduction of Scherk and Schwarz on the group to obtain a maximal gauged supergravity, which is then preserved by the Z n quotient (the Z 4 case is discussed in detail in [7, 8] ). However, here the one-forms dx 2 , dx 3 are not globally defined, or in other words they are not preserved by the quotient and are therefore projected out from the spectrum. Moreover, the covariantly constant spinors (24) are not well-defined either on the inhomogeneous solvmanifold (i.e. for (25)). Therefore, the ten-dimensional Minkowski vacuum is non-supersymmetric and the Betti numbers of the solvmanifold coincide with the Betti numbers of group cohomology (and are one). From the torus perspective, the Z 4 action requires that the two-torus in the x 2 -x 3 plane to be rectangular, while the Z 3 and Z 6 action require the torus to span an angle that is a multiple of π/3, and therefore the modulus corresponding to its complex structure is truly fixed. An exception is the Z 2 action, which still projects out the Killing spinors so that the vacuum is non-supersymmetric, but does not fix the complex structure of the fibre torus.
Apart from the cases discussed so far there are two other three-dimensional flat solvmanifolds, which have first Betti number equal to two [9] . Both admit a one-dimensional circle fiber which is inverted when going around a one-cycle in the torus base. One of them is just the Klein bottle times a circle, while for the other example the Klein bottle is fibred over the circle [18] . Therefore both examples are non-orientable, thus not parallelizable, and no Scherk-Schwarz reduction is possible.
The lesson we learn for the torus quantization (20) has also some consequences for the inhomogeneous solvmanifolds. In particular, if we take in (25) k to be non-zero, the N = 8 gauged supergravity will not include the lightest massive modes of the background, but only the higher Kaluza-Klein states. Therefore, the physically reasonable quantization charges for the four non-trivial solvmanifolds are
for n = 2, 3, 4, 6. As discussed above, also the n = 2 case misses some massless fields in the Scherk-Schwarz reduction. Interestingly, the above quantisation condition coincides with the quantisation conditions for S-duality transformations in IIB supergravity [14] . This comes about as follows. Maximal supergravity in nine dimensions has an SL(2, R) symmetry. If we reduce this theory over a circle and at the same time perform a Scherk-Schwarz SL(2, R)-twist, we obtain 8-dimensional gauged SUGRA. If the twist corresponds to SO(2) ∈ SL(2, R), then the gauged supergravity can be seen as a obtained from an ISO(2) compactification of 11-dimensional supergravity. Alternatively, one can regard the SL(2, R) in nine dimensions as inherited from IIB S-duality. The quantisation of the S-duality symmetry then coincides with the geometric quantisation coming from the ISO(2) lattice described above.
Higher-dimensional solvmanifolds
It is natural to ask about the higher-dimensional generalizations. It turns out that all flat groups are solvable and the associated manifolds are flat solvmanifolds. A classification technique for their possible lattices has been found in [9] . As for the tree-dimensional case we shall first discuss the flat groups and then the possible lattice actions.
The classification of flat groups
A classification of flat groups exists; for it one can consult for instance [16] . As it turns out, this classification is based on a technique, identical to the prescription given by Scherk and Schwarz in [1, 2] . As a consequence, one may prove that the method suggested by Scherk and Schwarz is in fact exhaustive. We shall now review some relevant facts. The classification of flat groups relies on a theorem by Milnor [13] .
Theorem 2: A Riemannian Lie Group G is flat if and only if its Lie algebra g (endowed with an inner product) splits as an orthogonal direct sum g = a ⊕ n, where n is an Abelian ideal (the nilradical) and a is an Abelian sub algebra such that adX is antisymmetric for X ∈ a .
In other words, the Lie group consists of translations generated by X a ∈ n which are rotated into each other by transformations generated by elements X u ∈ a. From Theorem 2 we see that the Lie algebra must be of the form
where T T a = −T a for all a and they are sometimes known as the 'twist matrices'. This algebra automatically satisfies the Jacobi identities and is solvable. The associated group manifold is flat when endowed with the unit metric if expressed in terms of the associated Maurer-Cartan forms. The X a and X u form respectively the base and fiber of the ScherkSchwarz construction. .
In what follows we put this construction in a practical context and classify the algebras up to dimension 6. For that purpose it is useful to recall the normal form of an antisymmetric matrix T . The rank r is necessarily even-dimensional and the normal form is block diagonal with r/2 blocks of the kind
and the rest is zero. In three dimensions the algebra of ISO (2) is obviously the unique (non-Abelian) Lie algebra of a flat group since the nilradical must be two-dimensional and the single generator in the complement a acts as a rotation on n. This also exhausts all possibilities in four dimensions. First consider the case the nilradical is three-dimensional. Due to the normal form of a 3 × 3 anti-symmetric matrix this algebra must be ISO(2) × U(1). Then consider the case the nil-radical is two-dimensional. We find only the same case again since there is only (up to rescalings) a single anti-symmetric 2 × 2 matrix.
In five dimensions we find more possibilities. First consider the case of the fourdimensional nilradical. There are two algebras depending on the rank of the single antisymmetric matrix. If its rank is two, the algebra is ISO(2) × U (1) 2 . If its rank is four, this defines a new algebra
where we have
For any nilradical of smaller dimension we again find only the algebra ISO(2) × U(1) 2 .
In six dimensions, we again find a new algebra. First assume the nilradical to be fivedimensional. If T has rank four or two we have the above two algebras plus an Abelian direction. If the nilradical is however four-dimensional there is a new example
where we defined 
This is nothing but ISO(2) × ISO (2) . Again for smaller nilradicals we do not generate new examples. With Milnor's Theorem this classification is easily extended to higher dimensions. In the following we will however focus onto the more difficult question, namely which lattices and therefore charge quantizations exist for these groups.
The lattices of flat groups
After discussing the solvable groups of dimension six or less, let us now discuss their possible lattices. A classification of lattices in dimensions three and four as well as a partial classification in dimension five has been performed in [9] . In the following we present the lattices and the corresponding solvmanifolds.
A general lattice identifies the group coordinates of a flat solvable manifold of dimension n b + n f as [9] x a →x a + m a ,
where x a , a = 1, . . . , n b , are identified as the coordinates on the base torus and x u , u = 1, . . . , n f , as those on the "fibre torus" and m a and m u are integers that parameterize the lattice.
9 Moreover, the lattice is specified by (B a , M u a , s) where the B a span a finite Abelian subgroup of Gl(n f , Z).
The form (37) is different from the one used for the classification of solvable groups. There the rotations of the fibre preserved lengths and therefore are elements in SO(n f ), while for the lattices it is rather convenient to assume a rectangular lattice where the linear transformations are not pure rotations, but elements in Gl(n f , Z). For instance (26) represents the frame where the fibre is only twisted by rotations, while (27) corresponds to the frame of (37).
Note that the B a have determinant one or minus one. To guarantee orientability, the B a should be within Sl(n f , Z). M a are vectors with integer entries and s is a (non-vanishing) integer. The simplest example of a non-orientable solvmanifold is the Klein bottle in two dimensions, where B 1 = −1 inverts the fibre. We saw that in three dimensions all nonorientable solvmanifolds are straight-forward generalizations of the Klein bottle. In four dimensions and higher, when the fibre is at least three-dimensional, the non-orientable solvmanifolds become richer, as the B a combine an involution in some direction and some Z n action in the others. An example of a non-orientable solvmanifold in four dimensions has
which generates a Z 4 subgroup of Gl(3, Z). In general, the B a ∈ Gl(n f , Z) generating non-orientable groups can be understood as composed of an involutions in one direction and generators of an Abelian subgroup in Gl(n f − 1, Z). Non-orientable solvmanifolds are a subclass of the solvmanifolds that are not parallelizable. If a solvmanifold is not parallelizable, it cannot be of the form G/Γ for a lattice Γ. Such solvmanifolds are constructed from higher-dimensional groups (see for instance [18] ) and do not allow for a standard Scherk-Schwarz reduction to gauged N = 8 supergravity. An example of a five-dimensional orientable but non-parallelizable manifold has been given in [17] and is of the form (37) with a two-dimensional base, where M a = 0, s = 1 and
This manifold is not parallelizable and is not spin, as discussed for example in [17] . In the following we will restrict ourselves to the parallelizable cases in [9] that allow for a Scherk-Schwarz reduction.
In four dimensions, all non-trivial parallelizable examples have a two-dimensional fibre and are therefore very similar to the three-dimensional solvmanifolds we discussed in Section 2. If M a = 0 (and s = 1), the manifold is indeed just a three-dimensional solvmanifold times a circle. The cases with non-zero M a (and s = 1) instead give fibrations of three-dimensional solvmanifolds over a circle. They have the same Betti numbers and Scherk-Schwarz reductions (and the same charge quantizations) as the cases with M a = 0 and therefore give the same maximal gauged supergravity. However, the string spectrum on these spaces can differ.
In five dimensions, we again find the examples that lift from three dimensions and might involve some additional fibrations with M a = 0 (and s = 1) which have first Betti number equal to three. However, there are also new examples with first Betti number equal to one, which have not been classified in [9] .For these cases, the base is one-dimensional and M 1 = 0. Therefore, these solvmanifolds are completely defined by the matrix B 1 that generates a finite subgroup of Sl(4, Z). Some examples of such generators are those that are block-diagonal consisting of two two-by-two matrices as given in (28) or in (19) . This gives a certain spectrum of q, with the solvmanifold being T 4 /Z n with n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 12. If both blocks are non-trivial, the corresponding group is of the form (33) and the first Betti number is one. The total number of solvmanifolds with first Betti number equal to one corresponds to the number of finite cyclic subgroups in Sl(4, Z).
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In higher dimensions, the classification of lattices and therefore the quantization of charges becomes more and more difficult. We will not attempt to do it in general. It is however easy to find the quantization leading to tori, which are always of the form (20).
Conclusions
The above considerations illustrate that a consistent truncation to left-invariant modes does not need to coincide with the low-energy effective action of a generic group or coset manifold compactification. The reason for this is that the left-invariant modes might not be the lightest set of fields. Similarly, the gauged supergravity analysis for the number of preserved supersymmetries of a higher-dimensional solution will only give a lower bound on the actual number of supersymmetries since the Killing spinors do not need to be left-invariant. The proposal of Scherk and Schwarz [2] to use flat group manifold compactifications to break supersymmetry and stabilize moduli therefore necessarily requires inhomogeneous solvmanifolds M = G/Γ, for which the lattice does not commute with the generators of the group, and for which the left-invariant forms coincide with the basis of de Rham cohomology. As we discussed here, such constructions are based on particular choices of lattice, or equivalently of the quantization of the structure constants of the flat group. All flat groups admit also a lattice that does commute with the group generators. The resulting compact space is homogeneous, but is a torus. In these cases, the supersymmetry breaking and moduli stabilization in the reduced gauged supergravity are an artifact of the truncation, and the "stabilized moduli" are simply massive Kaluza-Klein states of the torus.
We have discussed here the flat group compactifications only. Similar considerations apply to more general compactifications with fluxes whenever the internal space is obtained by a lattice action on a group manifold G for which the Lie-group and de Rham cohomologies differ. On the contrary, for G/Γ where G is completely solvable such a problem does not arise and one can hope that the gauged supergravity captures all massless modes and all unbroken supercharges in a vacuum.
Alternatively, the truncation to left-invariant modes can be realized as a consistent projection within string theory, by imposing certain boundary conditions in the compact directions and "disturbing the symmetry" between the worldsheet bosons and fermions, as has been studied in [19] . However, this in general leads to theories whose supergravity limit might be different than those obtained by Scherk-Schwarz reduction.
